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Hi, let me introduce myself.
I'm Mandy van Goeije, a Dutch artist/teacher-witha-mission. I teach art and visual journaling classes
in which I encourage students to try and find story
beyond the obvious. I love story. It's the thing the
human world is made of. It's our WHY and HOW
behind everything. It's the mortar between the
bricks of our existence. And…it's also the mirror
through which we see ourselves reflected in each
other. So what's interesting in art to me, is the story
artists tell in their work.
I'm an officially trained English teacher, but I went
to Art School for one year until I realized that I wanted to illustrate, which was not really
considered 'Art' by my Art teachers. So I decided to quit and figure things out on my own. In
my experience people who want to learn a skill because
they need it to get somewhere, can figure things out on
their own perfectly well. And the skills that were a bridge
too far, I learned (and still learn) by taking lessons from
artists I know and admire.
There was one big lesson I took from Art School, though.
It is that Art is about more than just pretty pictures. Art is
a language and it should be a reflection of our times and
breathe the soul of the maker. Art without a story rarely
starts with a capital 'A'.
In The

Little Big World I invite you to start discovering your Little Big World, form

your nature story and to weave it into art and life in a creative fashion in any way you like.
Whether it's the art of living, the art of
caring or the art on your paper or canvas.
Just get it out into the world to inspire
others.
To help you find that story, I have a 10-day
challenge for you that you can do very close
to or at home; on your balcony, in your back
yard or in the sidewalk cracks outside your
house, even.
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The Challenge
For ten days I challenge you to discover YOUR
nature story and share pieces of it with the
world. This will be in different forms, varying
from outside activities to a nature journal.
You will find simple observatory challenges,
creative little challenges that are great to do by
yourself, with your family or friends or even
with kids. And simple though some challenges
may be, you will find that gradually YOUR
nature story will open up and show you things
you've never seen before, even when they were right under your nose all along!
From my own experience I can say that even though I've always been sniffing little creatures
in the garden, this ten-day challenge has helped me do a few really amazing discoveries.
(Videos included in The Little Big World!) It can happen to you too!
I invite you to share what you make and do in this challenge
and snippets of nature journal and art or writing inspired by
nature in this challenge on Instagram and in the facebook
group. On Intagram use #thelittlebigworld. You can follow
the # if you like, to keep an eye on what others do.

Sharing matters!
Sharing is important. Social media will help us connect with
each other and give nature the footlight it deserves. You see,
secretly I want to help save the world and keep this world a
fantastic place - now and for future generations. We as individuals may not be powerful
enough to do it on our own, but I believe that if we join hands and spread the love, we can do
much more than we think. So, will you join me and spread the love?
See you there! Love, Mandy
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About "The Little Big World"
In the past years I've been thinking a lot about how I can
help protect our earth and make it durable for
generations to come. Like many people I sometimes felt
quite overwhelmed by the challenge, but knew there had
to be something positive I could contribute.
Last year a theme for my project fell into my lap when I
read that German researchers had found out that the
insect population had declined with a whopping and
dramatic 70% in a few decades. When you realize insects
are at the bottom of the food chain, it becomes quite
obvious why the bird population is also declining rapidly
all over the world. And when panning out a bit further, it becomes clear very quickly that it
is a serious threat for our own existence as well.
Now, I can't save the insects on my own. We must do that together. But people are generally
not very much into bugs. Many people feel that most deserve a good spraying. Just try
googleing names of insects for a moment. So many top hits refer to extermination rather
than to informative sites about these creatures and what they do FOR the world. And then I
realized that with all this hate and misunderstanding, I needed to spread some serious love.
Being an artist, I could at least study these insects, share what I learned and create tons of
art featuring nature and share that with the world.

Everything's connected
Last fall I read Fritjof Capra's en Pier Luigi Luisi's
"The Systems View of Life", which is about moving
our approach to any problem, like climate change,
to an integral view rather than a mechanistic
approach of symptoms. When you read the book, it
becomes quite clear that although we got far with
the mechanistic approach, when facing big
challenges like nature preservation and climate
change, we need to pan out and initiate repair of
entire systems. The authors show a rather grim
picture of where we stand now, but with care for
the systems as a whole, tides can be turned.
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We CAN DO this! TOGETHER!
What many people have in common with me is that in addressing a problem as huge as
climate change, I feel so small and powerless. What can I possibly do on my own? Well,
Capra and Luisi say that indeed, on our own there's little we can do. But when governments
refuse to make changes for the better from the top-down, the people can start the
movement from the bottom-up by uniting in communities.
So, let's form a gigantic community and
invite all our friend to join!
Let's all nurture our own Little Big Worlds.
When we join hands, those Little Big Worlds
together might just have a great impact on
the big Big World. Like making a huge
patchwork blanket out of Little Big Worlds!

With our 'Little

Big World' I mean all nature in our immediate vicinity. And 'nature'

here means anything that's "green" or "alive"…from the plants an animals on your balcony,
to the weeds in the pavement in front of your house, from your garden to the park further
down the street, from the little plants growing on your
roof to the sea or forest a few minutes away from your
home town.
In "The Little Big World" I invite you to connect with your
own Little Big World and to closely observe what lives
there and to let yourself be inspired by it, for art and for
life. And I hope you will share your Little Big World in the
facebook group with us so that we get to see the
enormous variety of little patches of The Little Big World
blanket and get to know them.
My invitation comes in the form of this e-book and a 10day challenge. I will do every one of them along with you.
And I will give you a peek into my own nature journal,
which forms the main instrument of my private Little Big
World project.
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Feel free to invite others to join the challenge.
A little further on in this e-book you can download an Instagram and a Facebook image that
you can post to share your taking part in this challenge. This will inspire your friends on
social media to join you. And feel welcome to spread this e-book on your blog, YouTube,
facebook, Instagram, etc, etc.

You can contribute
If you don't feel this challenge or e-book are for you,
but you still have a warm heart for this project,
consider buying me a coffee…here on Ko-fi or
through Paypal. You can send any sum to my paypal
account: mandy@journalicious.nl (Make sure to add
'a coffee' to the description of the transaction). Little
amounts like these will allow me to keep making
inspiring and free projects like this one to share with everyone. It will be much appreciated.
"The Little Big World" is a free project to help people reconnect with nature, raise
awareness, spread love for nature and help build community. Additional projects might be
created around this project in the future to generate money for organizations that can do
more towards a more sustainable earth. But "The Little Big World" is and will be a FREE
project and the more people we can bring together in spreading the love and care for our
world, the better!

Copyright
Copyright and ownership of images, texts and publications remains with the creator, Mandy van
Goeije and with the owners of the images that were shared in the document. Nothing in this
publication may be sold, altered, broadcast, published or used in any other way than taking part
in the challenge without explicit and written consent by the author, Mandy van Goeije. For
publication requests, contact me here. Use for homeschooling and classroom activities during the
corona-time is allowed. But should you use it for group activities, please send me a note to
inform. I'd like to know how this project is used. 
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The Little Big World on Instagram
So let's join hands and form a large community of people who care about nature, the
environment and climate change and let's start to make things happen.
The easiest way to start doing so, is to connect on social media.
For Instagram use the hashtag #thelittlebigworld Also, feel free to inspire others
to take on The Little Big World Challenge by sharing this image  Should anybody ask about
further explanation, you can send them this e-book.

You can download the image to share on your social media here
You can let your friends download this e-book through this website. No registration
needed.
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Then, there is of course, a

Facebook Group!

You can visit and join by clicking the next image:

The purpose of the group is to share our Little Big Worlds and to connect and interact. To
help start sharing, I've created this challenge. But after those 10 days, please continue!
People and I will enjoy seeing what you do…your challenges, your nature journaling or the
occasional photo of your very own Little Big World. Your contributions are more than
welcome.
NB: the Little Big World is an OPEN Facebook group. This means that everybody can read all
the posts and that everybody can join. I will moderate and misbehavior will be addressed,
but keep in mind that the group is public and so is everything you say there.
The two rules for the group are to respect other people's copyright of images and to treat
each other respectfully. O, and marketing is not allowed.
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Nature Journal
My idea for The Little Big World project originated from working in my nature journal. In
studying my own Little Big World for a few months and recording it in my journal, I'd run
into so many baffling surprises that I needed other people to see their own Little Big Worlds
as well. I literally discovered animals I'd never seen before. And ironically I thought I had
discovered exotics that would at the least put me on the front cover of any big newspaper.
But alas. Even though I'd always had a keen interest in nature, I'd never REALLY looked at
my own Little Big World, apparently. Because one by one, these 'exotic' creatures turned out
to be very innately Dutch. So, no medals for me. But the discoveries were prize in
themselves.
In this challenge I will share parts of my Nature Journal with you, hoping to spark some
curiosity for your own Little Big World, hoping it may become an itch you take beyond the
virtual world. So please, allow me the chance to infect you with this contagious natureloving infliction. It's fun, I swear! Because, oh, I almost forgot to tell you…keeping an eye on
your Little Big World can be mega-inspiring…for art, for life, for poetry…who knows what
lyrical soul wakes up inside you!
Want to take a peek in to my nature journal? I made a little video about it. Clickety-click on
the image for the video!
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The 10-day Little Big World Challenge
When I shared pics of my nature journal last year, quite a few people commented that they
too would like to start one. But few actually did. When I asked why, some replied they had
no idea where to start or how it was supposed to be done. Well, there is no one way of doing
it. You can journal about nature any way you like. It doesn't even have to be a real journal. A
nature journal can also be an Instagram or Flickr account or a blog with beautiful nature pics
or a little cabinet in which you collect beautiful stuff you find, or a shoe box of scrap paper
with scribbles on them, or a data sheet with dates and things you've seen or that occurred on
that day…it can literally be anything. And the sheer fact that everybody will approach things
in their own way, makes it even more wonderful, for that means that the unique way we all
perceive our Little Big Worlds, will form a very diverse whole once patched together.

Where to start?
How about this 10-day challenge? Wouldn't it be amazing to see how your Little Big World
builds up? And how others portrays their Little Big World? I for one can't wait to see what
yours looks like!
You've already seen the 10-day challenge topic list in the Instagram image and in the next
10 chapters I will explain each of them more comprehensively and illustrate them with some
of my own experiences.
A quick note before we start:
It would be fab if you do the 10-day challenge in a row. But it is by no means an
obligation. Move through the challenges the way that suits you. If for whatever reason you
can't make it one or a few days, or don't feel like it, then feel free to pick it back up later. And
if you find a theme doesn't fit you the way I formulated it, then feel free to do it your way. Or
skip it and do something else nature or climate related ♥ Who knows what it will inspire
others to do and share…
But whatever you do and whenever you do it, please DO share 

Let's start the challenge!
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#1 What does YOUR Little Big World look like?
Share pictures
Show us your Little Big World! It is any little (and big!) piece of nature in your immediate
vicinity. It can be your garden, the plants on your balcony, weeds growing out of cracks in
the pavement down the street, the park where you walk every day, your vegetable patch and
the forest or the sea a few minutes away from your home. It can even be moss growing on
the roof of your shed!

1 An inland path that is part of my Little Big World, with Silke, our corgi (sadly, she passed away a few weeks after this
photo was taken)

MY Little Big World consists of the garden behind and in front of my house, the nature I
encounter when walking the dog in and around town and the inland and coastal areas we
often go to during the weekends.
So, your Little Big World consists of those pieces of nature that you are in or pass on a daily
or regular basis.
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2 Tiny beach just a few miles away from my home. I'm there at least once a week.

What does YOUR Little Big World look like? What does it consist of? Where in your daily life
do you encounter nature or where could you? Try to have an open mind about it. It can also
be a green patch close to your work or at a gas station you stop at every work day.
Nature is everywhere, you see. It's not just where the big, wild animals live. Nature, in fact,
can't be stopped. The moment you put some plants on your balcony, bugs (= nature) will find
their way to it. And we can pour concrete as much as we like, but eventually, nature will
push through and let something blossom through the cracks. In our technological society it
often doesn't look that way, but we human beings are still very much a part of nature.

3 This is where I do my nature journaling and in the background you can see my garden, the main part of my Little Big
World
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#2 Take a photo (or shoot a video) of an insect in
your Little Big World and share
Insects were undoubtedly the biggest source of exhilaration during my first year of nature
journaling in my own Little Big World. I'd always been interested in nature, so I thought I
knew a lot of the insects that live around me. But boy, was I wrong! I started out spotting the
obvious insects, but before long I discovered creatures I thought were exotic and special and
would certainly grant me a front-page photo on the cover of our local newspaper. Like this
one:

When I discovered this beautiful little critter, I was over the moon!
This insect was at least as big as a big bumble bee and it had the plushy feel of it. Only, from
the wings and the face it's pretty obvious it is anything but a bumble bee. A little quest on
the internet pointed out it is a Trichius fasciatus, a bee beetle, a regular and indigenous
creature. The reason I'd never seen it must be that I'd never REALLY looked, I suppose, for
it's not even a very rare creature. My husband found it in the green bin, so we saved it and
set it free and had the chance to observe it up close by doing so. On this photo I'd placed it
on a little branch of weed to dry in the sun where it immediately started to wash itself up
before take-off. I filmed it and you can find the videos here: video #1, video #2 and video #3
(never mind my spontaneously calling it a Platypus beetle, but that's what it reminds us of,
right?)
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Another super exciting discovery was that of a Megachile ericetorum, the Old World Bee,
which is a rather big solitary bee living around Sweet Peas. Oh my gosh, it was SOOOO
beautiful. And big, as I said. But what was most remarkable about this bee, I've managed to
capture on this photo: this bee knows how to twerk! The bee pushes its face deep into the
center of the flower, then pushes the petals down to lay bare the pistil of the flower and then
rubs its belly and backside against it to collect pollen. We've watched it do so for at least half
an hour until it was heavy from the pollen of about a dozen flowers. It was totally amazing
and fascinating. And while this bee was at it, its partner was on watch for danger, but
apparently saw no threat in us, for the two remained active and at peace even with my
camera only centimeters away.
Of course I filmed this bee. Click the image for the video.

And there is a second video, here.
And a third, here.
And a fourth, here.
And there's even a fifth, here.
I could go on sharing my findings forever. There were many. And I will. But for now, I'm
curious about what you find in YOUR Little Big World. And how about trying to find the
name of the insect AND the Latin name? Take it from me that finding those are sometimes a
lot more of a challenge than you'd expect, but it can be very satisfactory and well worth a try

ps: all my photos and videos are shot with a Samsung S9 phonecam
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#3 Take a photo of a plant or flower in your Little
Big World and share
Filming and taking pictures of plants should be easy, right?
Well, yes, mostly, but not always. I live in a windy area, so even plants don't really hold still
for that perfect, sharp image. And with all the minor details in plants that make them what
they are, even without wind it's sometimes harder to capture it than I'd expected. But
compared to shooting insects, like the very nervous European wool carder bee, for example,
it's peanuts, so have fun today! Maybe you can find an angle of the plant we haven't seen
before… Or, perhaps you discover the creatures to which your plant is host and can shoot
them together… Oh, and please, do try to add the names and Latin names of your plants. I
know it's a challenge to find them, but it's a fun looking them up (and harder than you'd
think) and discovering more about them. 

4 Yellow flowers and metallic bugs.... Dead nettle and Hypericum
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And speaking of plants, when you shoot a plant, it can be interesting to shoot it from
different angles or in different stages, for future recognition. The white flower above belongs
to Hedge Bindweed, a beautiful, but horrible garden-plant killer that has invaded our
garden. I photographed the flower from two angles and I also shot the bud.
Or, you can photograph the entire growth cycle of a flower/plant, like this:
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#4 Pick a tree, collect material and share a
composition made with it

Okay, so I didn't get to do this fun challenge myself yet and I will do this one together with
you! The idea is to collect stuff from a tree…bark, leaves, skeleton leaves, seeds, things you
find at its foot…whatever you can find in this season…and then make a little composition
with it for a photo. Please add the name of the tree in the comments.
I don't have a yummy example photo to share yet, so I decided to share one of the watercolor
tree men I painted this year. It's very much inspired by an observation of nature. I love
studying textures in nature and then working them into my watercolors. So here it was
awesome to borrow the texture from rocks I found by the sea and texture from a tree I once
saw that had a huge amount of cork-like round and raised rings on its bark.
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# 5 Make a nature mandala and share
Another challenge I didn't get to do myself yet, but have always wanted to. So let's do this
one together also! (If you can't go out or if it rains, draw one with nature patterns!)
The idea isn't originally mine…there was this wonderful woman I knew, Maria. She was one
with nature. She had a huge permaculture garden where she grew organic vegetables, fruits
and herbs for tea and medicine. She truly lived with the seasons and when harvesting she
often made mandalas out of gratitude for nature who takes care of us so kindly and to show
the beauty of our food.
Unfortunately Maria is no longer with us, so I can't share her beautiful mandalas here, but
I've found a few online instead. These are all images that were published under the creative
commons license, so are free to share. I also placed links to the sources.
To begin with, you can find a lovely video of how to make a nature mandala here.
Nature mandalas can be simple, like the stone one below by Protopian Pickle Jar.
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Or, they can be super intricate like this one by Andrea Friese:

Or anything in between like this one by Waferboard:

I can't wait to get started on mine, or to see what you guys come up with!
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# 6 Share a photo or a collage of something you
do to help create a more sustainable world
Sometimes it gets hard to talk about climate change and the things we do to fight it. In the
first place things can get emotional when one person is very actively involved and the other
is not. And in the second place I've experienced that sharing these kinds of actions is
sometimes perceived to be judgmental, even when they're not intended as such.
Personally, I find it VERY hard not to use my index finger and speak in shoulds and haveto's, because I'm very passionate about the subject. But over time I've noticed that the more
adamant I get, the less anybody's interested to listen. So the thing I'm learning to do if I
want to get other people involved, is to try and bring my message in a way that people will
feel attracted to it and interested, rather than put off. That is where images work better than
words. Images are usually a bit more non-violent and easily spark enthusiasm in people.
So…today's challenge is to share an image of what you do to work towards a more
sustainable world. It doesn't have to be big. In fact, maybe here small is better because it
might help people think they can do something small too. Many small things together are a
big thing after all.

My 'sustainable thing' for today is 'watercolor'. After some study I've found that of all art
supplies watercolor has the least impact on the environment.
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# 7 Prep a sustainable meal and share
How creative can you be in the kitchen?
EVERYthing we do, impacts our world and so our Little Big World. Even everything we eat.
The question is how we'll feed a growing world population and keep our Little Big Worlds
vital and healthy. Today's challenge is a suggestion to see if you can make your meals more
Little-Big-World friendly. Maybe a good one to do with friends and throw a dinner party…?

5 Vegetable Pakora after Indian recipe These were SOOOOOOO delish, I can't even describe it in words…do try them!

I’m not a vegetarian myself, but have been very pleasantly surprised by the
deliciousness of many a veggie meal. Nobody at our dinner table missed the
meat at all…

Here's what I think makes a sustainable meal and what I'm trying to take into account in
planning my family meals:
1. vegetarian / vegan - the production of meat weighs on the environment and hurts living
souls. I still eat meat…so certainly no judgment here, but I am trying to bring down my
family's meat consumption and to have a veggie meal as often as I can.
2. organic, because it respects the nutritional balance in the soil and doesn't use heavy
chemicals that kill whatever lives there.
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3. local and in-season, because it saves transport and production emissions and because inseason vegetables are richer in nutrients than pumped up out-of-season veggies.
These are not rules. They are a suggestion for when you want to help make your Little Big
World a better place. But by all means, make yourself a meal YOU feel is sustainable and
YOU feel good about
As I said in the previous chapter…words can evoke a sense of judgment, so I won't use too
many words on this subject anymore. Instead I'll share two more mouthwatering pictures of
meals we recently had that were fully sustainable according to my own guidelines, to show
you that it is not only possible, but that it's incredibly yummy and hopefully inspiring too!
Oh, and DO share recipes in the facebook group!!! 

6 Rice paper rolls with noodles, carrots, onions, green pepper, ras-el-hanout and vegetarian sausage

7 doughless quiche made of egg, lots of vegetables, feta, topped with cheese and a carrot on the side
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#8 Draw an Insect and share
Let's make some art!!!!
When studying nature I've found it immensely helpful to draw certain creatures. It helped
me see better, like that time I was convinced I had seen a bumble bee and it actually was a
fly. When someone had mentioned it and I had drawn the differences between the two, I
learned what the difference actually was and now no longer mistake one for the other.

8 My nature journal study sketch of the fly (left) and the bumble bee (right) details

What was funny, is that initially it wasn't very easy to draw an insect. Just try to sketch one
really quickly. And then look up examples of the parts an insect consists of. I missed quite a
few when drawing by heart, you?
But that's all right, isn't it? I mean, when in daily life is it ever important to understand the
parts an insect is made of? But once you begin to really notice The Little Big World around
you, you start getting interested…in the differences…in the whys of certain insects. I mean,
you wouldn't believe the things you'd see! I found a certain spider in my garden that carried
round a really large pea-like pod for some time. It proved to contain eggs. The day they
hatched, the little baby spiders crawled onto the mom's back and stayed there for about two
weeks. I photographed her every day. I looked up what kind of spider it was and found out it
was a garden wolf spider. Then I read that wolf spider babies live on their moms' backs the
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first two weeks and that most kinds eat their moms before venturing into the world.
Fortunately, my own garden wolf spider babies didn't eat her before their adventure. But it
was so, SO interesting to learn all this. Who knew mommy spiders are so caring? And that
pea-like pod? Well, I found it and stuck it into my nature journal! Imagine that! A cradle for
so much new life!
This challenge day is going to be heavy in images, but I so want to share my exhilarating
discoveries with you, so here comes:

9 Teeny, tiny, barely noticeable garden wolf spider mommy with babies on her back. I found the pod the eggs had been
in (double coin on the left)

Nature journaling
Nature journaling can be done in many ways and by all means, if you want to start, find the
way and frequency that work for YOU. That being said, when looking for closer observation,
study and understanding, drawing or sketching whatever you see, really helps the process. It
may even spark a new branch in your creative or artistic endeavors 
Like I said, drawing an insect without reference is bound to lead to what I call 'disneyfied'
images. Those are images in which we all recognize the object we're trying to depict, but
when you look more closely, the objects are really nowhere near realistic and hardly
differentiate. Take Dumbo, the Elephant for example. Cute little thing, but those ears! And
that trunk! I mean, it helps us warm up to his cute little clumsiness, but elephants hardly
look anything like him. I'm not saying Dumbo should look anything like a real elephant. For
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storytelling purposes Dumbo is the perfectest little elephant one could come up with. But
when it comes to observing real life, it can just be that tad more interesting to look at what
the animal you're looking at REALLY looks like. I did some attempts in my own nature
journal, like this one:

10 Insect sketch - bodyparts, difference between black/red insects and difference between fly and bumble bee

11 A little study into the composition of insects and the names of the body parts, which soon proved to be helpful to
know in trying to determine which insects I was looking at
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From sketching for study purposes, it quickly turned into art. Drawing helped me to begin to
understand. This new understanding lead to a deeper fascination. And then fascination lead
to inspiration. It's totally up to you how you fill in this challenge. Whether you do art, or
not. Although if you feel like it, by all means….
Here I'll give you some examples of my own creative insect endeavors:
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And, inspired, more recently I've begun illustrating environment-related themes like these:
The illustration on the left is
called "Daisy World', after a
remarkable computer simulation
of climate change. I read about it
in Fritjof Capra and Pier Luigi
Luisi's "The Systems View of
Life", a book that pleas for a
systems approach of the
challenges we face today rather
than the old, mechanistic
approach of addressing the
symptoms. Even though it's a
tough-cookie textbook, I highly
recommend it to anyone
interested in thinking about
solutions for today's social and
environmental challenges.

12 "Atlas", about the weight of the world some people feel in wanting to save the world
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# 9 Create something with something trashy or
scrappy you find in the street
You know the phrase 'Practice what you preach', right? Well, for this challenge I will have to
do just so, because this one really is a challenge for myself in capitals. I mean, I've seen some
really great artists do the greatest things with trash or scraps they find in the street, on
beaches, in nature. And every time I see that, I realize what a wonderful idea it is to create
art from trash to raise awareness and do something positive with something that is
otherwise only negative. But, easier said than done.
I'm a little shy in picking things up from the street, you see. What will people think? Not
that it matters, but I still have that nagging voice in my head that wishes to comply with
what's 'normal'. As if any such thing exists. But hey, you know what I mean. Oh, and if I'm
really honest, I also find it quite difficult to think of what I could create with something
trashy or scrappy. Although that is perhaps also just an excuse on my behalf, since I know
that if I want to be able to
come up with something, I
must first have picked up that
one trashy or scrappy thing.
Well, I guess now's as good a
time as any?
For the occasion I went
to a little beach we have
nearby (but I promise to
stretch my comfort zone and
WILL find something in the
street to do this challenge
along with you) and found
these little treasures. I'm
hoping to use these to bind
and adorn a watercolor journal.

To help inspire you, I'm including some images from Scrap Art that I've found on the
internet - all found on Google image search with a license to use for any purpose. Every
photo holds a link to the source where you can find it online for further inspiration.
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One beach find I did one day and didn't pick up to bring home, but dropped in a trash can
instead, is this one:

I don't know why exactly, but this little pink toy elephant touched me. I found it on the
beach of Flushing (Vlissingen), by the North Sea. And it probably was a kid's toy one day.
And I can't help wondering what journey this creature made and where it came from. Did it
float just across the Western Scheldt from Breskens or Cadzand? Did it come from across the
Channel, from the UK? Or did it perhaps come from much further away and has it travelled
across oceans to get here?
Only days after my find, news was published about the gigantic floating island of plastic
waste they'd discovered in the oceans. And a little later came the news about marine life
dying because of such plastic trash and about micro plastics that are polluting next to
everything. And every time such news comes up, it's this elephant I see before me. I regret
not picking it up and bringing it home. It's become a symbol for me of my love of nature and
or care. But it is also a symbol of HOPE, power, intelligence and peace.
We know now, what our trash does. And we are taking responsibility. We are working hard to
make things better. So today, let's pick up one piece or scrap of trash and try to make
something of it. Even if it's only a pretty or telling picture.
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#10 Share one more thing you feel is inspiring and
contributes to a more beautiful and
sustainable world
The final challenge of The Little Big World project is where I ask you to come up with a little
something to inspire others to take a closer look at nature. At something you feel others
need to see too.
Maybe you've experienced something that makes you feel that you need to let others
discover it too. Or perhaps you have something fun to do in mind. Or perhaps you want to
give a twist to one of the previous challenge themes… I'm looking forward to seeing what
you come up with! If you DM me your idea on instagram @mandyvangoeije, you might just
see your idea executed by me!

So, the 10-day challenge is over. Now what?
If you've enjoyed the challenge, I'd like to invite you to
spread the challenge and send this e-book to anyone
you think could enjoy it. Feel free to share this e-book
even on your blog/social media. And you can share the
social media image with the list of 10 challenges on all
your media. And also, don’t hesitate to invite people
to the facebook group and spread the love. And if you
like, you can do the challenge again…and again…and
again… 
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A little background information
Since the environment and climate change are both heavy topics, I've tried to keep my take
on this project positive and light. Especially in this outerworldly corona time. I really do feel
hopeful that when people join hands and unite in a sustainable approach to the earth, we
CAN make a big change.
And yet, at the foundations of my project lie deep concerns. I've purposely kept them out of
the onset of this e-book and challenge, but I've included two videos I made for reference.
One I did in my studio last summer and one I did a few weeks back at the biggest storm surge
barrier in the world that is just miles away from my home. Please forgive the wind noise in
that video, because the weather seemed fine and calm from my studio, but once I got to the
beach, the wind was ON! I've tried everything to edit it out, but alas. But it's the message
that counts, right?

Videos:

#1 "The WHY of my Nature Journal"
filmed Summer 2018

#2 "The biggest storm surge barrier in the
world"
filmed Spring 2019
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Let's keep in touch!
Be sure to check The Little Big World's facebook group for creative (nature) inspiration in
the coming weeks and keep posting nature related photos and art using the
#thelittlebigworld hashtag to help our nature-loving community grow!
If you want to keep up-to-date, please sign up for MandyMail. It is a newsletter I send out
only when I really have news to tell, so it won't be flooding your mailbox.
If you've enjoyed this e-book challenge and/or the creative inspirations in the facebook
group, you can consider buying me a coffee…here on Ko-fi or through Paypal. You can send
any sum to my paypal account: mandy@journalicious.nl Make sure to add 'a coffee' to the
discription of the transaction. Little amounts like these will allow me to keep making
projects like these to share with everyone for free and they are much appreciated.
Other ways to connect with me are:
- check out my Art website
- read my Blog (RSS feed here and Bloglovin' here)
- befriend me on Facebook (personal page)
- follow my Art page on Facebook
- follow my personal Instagram or my Art Insta.
- subscribe to my YouTube channel
If you wish to contact me personally, you can do so through e-mail.
Thank you so much for taking the challenge and for adding your patch to the blanket ♥♥♥

Love,

~ Mandy van Goeije
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